DENIAL:
The bug can't quite accept that he's stuck in the vacuum. Surely there must be some mistake! Can you spot the differences in the second picture of each pair below?
BARGAINING:
Unscramble the words to find the bug’s favorite places to hang out. He thinks if he promises to avoid them, he’ll get out of the vacuum ... but will he?

GRBAAEAG  ______________

THKICNE  ______________

RFTUI  __________

ODOSW  __________

CIINPC  __________

PPTTYORATO  ______________

NDWISWLOIL  ______________
ANGER:
The bug is very upset that he's still stuck in the vacuum. Help him through his angry feelings so that he can move on.
The bug is very sad. Bargaining and anger didn’t work. Maybe you can help by discovering a new friend for him.
The bug thinks he could get used to this new place. Help make his home more colorful!